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(ii) no steep curvature 𝚫𝛼 ≳ 0.5

• Bright inner jets and diffuse outer lobes with a homogeneous spatial distribution of 𝛼

• These galaxies are evidence for short interruption or activity never stopping - important to 
understand duty cycle of radio AGNs. These galaxies are different from model of typical 
restarted galaxies where fuelling of outer lobes has stopped.                                                               
Jurlin et al. 2020

• Physical mechanisms responsible still under debate. Gas rich hosts and sometimes 
mergers.

• Spatially resolved spectral properties need to be investigated to identify more such galaxies.
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• 13 international stations - max baseline 1989 km - 0.27"  at 150 MHz. 
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Spatially resolved spectral study required! (for spectral properties with distance from centre)

Morganti et al 2003, Beswick et al. 2004, Emonts et al. 2005, Mahony et al. 2016
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• Spectral age ≲ 0.18 Myr assuming optically thin spectra, hard to rule out low frequency absorption.

• Steeper spectra and morphology suggest it could be from an older phase of activity.          Akujor et al. 1996

• Recent simulations have shown that jets inclined to disc plane would deflect and decelerate, with 
plasma leakage along the path of least resistance.                                                           Mukherjee et al. 2018

• Leakage from decelerated plasma could form the low surface brightness diffuse emission.
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Possible scenarios - 

1. Outer lobe represent older phase(s) of activity, interrupted for a very short time.

- the bright emission regions in the lobe could be from different phases of activity. 
Shocks caused by newer jet material (O1) expanding into the older lobe material (O2) 
would power the turbulence.

- short interruption - no ultra steep spectrum 

- inner lobes represent new phase of activity.
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1400-4850 MHz 2. AGN has not switched off, outer lobe still fuelled                                

- strong jet-ISM interaction disrupts jet flow, which becomes decollimated and turbulent

- turbulence powered by the centre, prevents spectra from steepening

- inner lobes “frustrated” by surrounding ISM

- we do not see any plasma transport channel
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Outer lobe of 3C293 is st i l l  a l ive!
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• Age, size and presence of turnover concludes inner lobes are a young CSS source whose growth is affected by the surrounding medium.

• Diffuse emission possibly formed by leakage of radio plasma from the jet, deflected and decelerated by interaction with the disc.

• Spectral properties of outer lobes suggest multiple phases of jet activity with short interruption phase ( in agreement with Jurlin et al. 2020) or 
(and) the activity never really stops (low level fuelling). Outer lobes are still alive!

• This adds 3C293 to a new sub group of galaxies with a life cycle different from model of typical restarted galaxies - short interruption or 
activity doesn’t really stop. Possible link to them being gas rich and sometimes a merger?

• ILT allows studying the small scale CSS emission and large scale lobe emission simultaneously!  Synergy with APERTIF and WEAVE will be 
useful to explore the link between their life-cycle and gas properties!


